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Abstract
nce of innovatization of planning institutions in the system of Russian economic management,
describes the continuous planning as an alternative to periodical  planning,  as well  as  the
collaborating system of institutions affecting the management efficacy in the Russian economy
and an institutional form of struggle with losses produced by both positive and negative factors
of  management.  The  study  has  focused  on  the  importance  of  innovatization  of  planning
institutions in the system of Russian economic management, described the continuous planning
as an innovative alternative to traditional  periodical  planning,  as well  as the collaborating
system of  institutions  affecting the management  efficacy in  the Russian economy and an
institutional form of struggle with losses produced by both positive and negative factors of
management. The originality of the study is that the innovatization of planning institutions has
been presented  as  a  process  of  accumulation,  preservation,  use  and development  of  the
innovation  potential  of  institutions  in  the  system  of  collaboration  among  the  business,
authorities and society in the Russian economic management. A thesis is substantiated on the
need for replacement of traditional institutions of periodic planning by innovative continuous
planning  institutions.  It  is  proved  that  such  replacement  increases  the  efficiency  of  the
institutional forms of struggle with losses produced by both positive and negative factors of the
Russian economic management.
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